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Manifestor
You are designed to manifest your dreams. To go out into the
world and make those dreams a reality. You initiate and work

independently on the things you're excited to work on. Go
forth and make it happen!

I make things happen
Y O U R  M A N T R A  A S  A  M A N F I E S T O R

Set yourself up for success: You don't
need to wait for anyone else or any
external signs. You're designed to take
action, to do things your way. So create
what you want and when you want as
long as you feel drawn to do so in your
body.

How to use your strategy
As a manifestor, you are designed to "make things happen". You are

happiest when left to your own devices, doing things your own way. You just
need to let others know what you're up to so they can get out of your way!

Use these prompts and processes to help you make sure that you're always doing what feels
aligned with who you are:

 When you receive an idea, how does it feel in your body?

 Are you excited to take action on this idea? Do you feel the doing action?

Aka you're compelled to make it happen? Then go forth and do it!

 But don't forget to inform those whom your actions will impact. This will

clear the way and make your actions easier for those around you to digest.

 WARNING: You will run out of energy. Take regular breaks. Or get yourself

a Generator or Manifesting Generator friend so you can tap into their

Sacral energy! Or outsource it to someone to finish things off.
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YOUR STRATEGY ACTION STEPS
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Are you beyond pumped to do this new idea/strategy/tactic?
Do you have the energy to implement it?
Did you tell everyone around you that you’re taking action now?
Do you feel obligated to make it happen?

Prompts to help you filter:
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